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Deleting records globally saves time and increases accuracy when compared to a manual workflow.  

This instructional sheet illustrates how to: 

 

1. Utilize ALEPH reports to create a set of OCLC control numbers 

2. Delete holding symbols in OCLC Connexion using batch processes 

3. Delete bibliographic and related ADM/HOL records from ODIN using the manage-33 

service  
 

1. Utilize ALEPH reports to create a set of OCLC control numbers 
 

- Use the ALEPH GUI to search records being deleted.  Combine results using the Boolean “OR” 

operator.  Name the resulting set and save it to the server.  You can combine additional search 

results with the saved set.  You’ll be asked to override the original set when saving.       
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-  Use “RETRIEVE CATALOG RECORDS” (ret-01) – ODN01 and “PRINT CATALOG RECORDS – 

CUSTOM FORMAT” (print-01) – ODN01 in the cataloging module to obtain a printout of records 

in your set. 

 

- For the ret-01, enter the name of your saved set as the input file.  Add an extension to the name 

and enter it as the output file.   No other parameters need to be adjusted.  Submit the form. 

 

 

 

 

-  
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- Once the ret-01 has finished running, create a custom format print-01 report using the output 

from the ret-01.   Select “MARC Tags” as the format. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Preview the custom print-01 report and highlight its contents using “CTRL-A”.  Copy and paste 

data into an Excel spreadsheet. 
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- Delete rows appearing above headers “MARC Tag” and “Data”.  Highlight all cells under column 

headers.  Sort by the header in column A and then by the header in column B. 

 

 

 

- Find field  035 (i.e., 35 in the spreadsheet).  Cells in column B will contain the OCLC control 

numbers.  Highlight the cells and use the “FIND AND REPLACE” function to replace “|a ocm” 

with the required pound sign for use in OCLC searches.  Select “REPLACE ALL”. 
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- Copy and paste the OCLC control numbers into a text file and save the file.   

 

2. Delete holding symbols in OCLC Connexion using batch processes 

 

- Content in the text file can be imported into OCLC’s Connexion client using the programs batch 

search feature.   Select “BATCH” from the menu and choose “ENTER BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCH 

KEYS”.   Choose “IMPORT” and browse for the file you saved.   
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- Set “DELETE HOLDINGS” in the Connexion file for the records you wish to delete by choosing 

“ACTION” > “HOLDINGS” > “DELETE HOLDINGS” from the menu.  Then Select “BATCH” from the 

menu and choose “PROCESS BATCH”.  Select the appropriate file.  Then check “ONLINE RECORD 

ACTIONS” and click on “OK”.  This will delete your symbols in OCLC for selected records. 

  

 

3. Delete bibliographic and related ADM/HOL records from ODIN using the manage-33 

service  

 

- Use the “DELETE BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS INCLUDING RELATED ADM/HOL RECORDS” (Manage-

33) – ODN01 in the catalog module to delete bibliographic and associated records from ODIN.   
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- Enter the name of the set you saved in the GUI as the input file.  Add an extension to the name 

and enter it as the output file.  Be sure to highlight “NO” under “UPDATE DATABASE” in the 

initial run so that you can review output before updating the database.     

- Note: All records (e.g., items, orders, loans, holds, etc.) linked to the bibliographic records to be 

deleted are also deleted by this service.  
o You can set up Aleph so that when this service attempts to delete each record, the 

system will check if there are any links from the record to another record, or if there are 

any associated items, subscriptions, or orders. Contact the ODIN Office in order to set up 

these checks.   

- Upon completion of the check, records that have links to other records are not deleted and the 

report produced will include the system number of these records and a message regarding the 

associated records.  

 

 

 

- Rerun the service with “UPDATE DATABASE” set to “YES”.  This will remove selected records 

from the database. 

 

 


